
 

EDITORIAL (06 SEPTEMBER 2018)
                   TODAY’S PROMISES 

 MOTIVATIONAL QUOTE 

 OVERVIEW OF EDITORIALS  

 IMPORTANT VOCABULARIES 

 GRAMMAR RULES RELATED TO ARTICLES/ TONES OF THE 

ARTICLES 

 PREVIOUS DAY VOCAB QUIZ 

 GRAMMATICAL QUESTION 

 IDIOMS AND PHRASES/ ONE WORD SUBSTITUTIONS 

 ECONOMIC OR POLITICAL DEFINITIONS. PDF and much 

more… 

 

 

       Previous Day Vocab Quiz 

Q.1.  Which is not the synonym of “punitive”? 

  a. corrective b. penal  c. disciplinary  

 d. abusive  e. punishment 

 Option - (d) 

Q.2.  which is the antonym of “jeopardise”? 

 a. threaten  b. endanger c. engender  

 d. imperil  e. safeguard 

 Option - (e) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

          IMPORTANT VOCAB Of “Steps to stop the rot”  

 Tarpaulin(n) – तिरपाल, canvas 

 The farmers used tarpaulins to store the grains safely. 

 Mould(n/v+) – ढालना, a hollow container, shape, form. 

 We prepared cake and put it in a mould. 

 An potter can mould soil into any shape.  

 Plinth(n+)  स्िंभ ,a heavy base supporting a statue or vase, 

 The plinth of the statue was so strong that it did not fall even in the 

storm. 

 Silo(n+) - गोदाम , a tall tower or pit on a farm used to store grain, an 

underground chamber where a guided missile is kept ready for 

firing. 

 Most companies have expensive IT systems stored in silos. 

 Shoddy(adj-) िुच्छ, unimportant, poor-quality, inferior. 

 The garments of this new clothes store are shoddy. 

 Impaired(adj/v-)तिगडा हुआ, obstructed, damaged, weakened. 

 Excess use of mobile and lap top impairs our vision.  

 shutting the stable door after the horse has bolted 

 Pertinent(adj+) उतिि, relevant, to the point. 

 Tonight at 8 pm I will discuss some pertinent questions here in my 

video.  

 Gloat(v+)  िडी िाह से देखना, delight in, enjoy greatly. 

 The soldiers were gloating over the death of the entrants in firing at 

the border. 

 Depletion(n-) कमी ,reduction in the number or quantity. 

 There has been depletion in the Ozone layer due to global warming.  

 Enduring(adj+) तिरस्थायी, lasting over a period of time; durable. 

 Team Australia has an enduring attitude of never giving up till the 

last moment. 

 Outrage(n-) - उपद्रव ,उल्लंघन, fury, anger 

 There was an outrage in the audience in the Eden Gardens when 

Sachin was given run out in a test match against Pakistan.   

 Synergy(n+) – िालमेल, cooperation, balance. 

 You have to make a synergy between your studies and entertainment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

            ONE WORD + IDIOMS/PHRASES 

                DEFINITION     ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION  

A heavy mass of snow falling 

down a hill with great noise. 

     

       Avalanche 

                DEFINITION     IDIOMS/PHRASES  

It's your decision. 

days of one's youthful 

inexperience. 

 The ball is in your court. 

 Salad days 

 

TOLL FREE No :  1800-103-5225 (9 am to 6 pm 

https://mahendras.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wcu7J2ryBc

